
NEW VOICES IN CHEMISTRY

E
ducating undergraduates is

demanding but can be tremen-
dously rewarding. The thrill of
watching students “get” a diffi-
cult concept and watching them

develop into productive scientists brings
unmatched pride and satisfaction. Still,
the current and future generations of
chemical educators will face some signif-
icant challenges. 

Much of today’s research in chemistry
lies at the interface between classical
chemistry and other disciplines. Interdis-
ciplinary research has been particularly
fruitful, opening new doors for individual
chemists and bringing well-founded
excitement to the field. At the same time,
the expansion of our discipline and knowl-
edge base creates some difficulties for edu-
cators who want to accurately represent
the discipline without compromising the
rigor and depth of the traditional cur-
riculum. Indeed, the American Chemical
Society Committee on Professional Train-
ing recently adopted a requirement that
some form of biochemistry be incorpo-
rated into ACS-certified bachelor’s degree
programs. The growth of the curriculum
calls for us to collectively reflect upon our
course offerings and modify
them to allow the flexibility to
adapt to our necessarily expand-
ing field. Modern technology
will help us address some of
these issues, but prioritiza-
tion—and perhaps reorganiza-
tion—is clearly called for. 

We must give high priority to
involving our students in col-
laborative laboratory research
and asking questions whose
answers may be elusive for both
student and professor. Un-
doubtedly, research is the single
most powerful educational tool
we have. When interacting with
professors in the research lab,
students learn about not only
important laboratory protocol
but also perspective, persever-
ance, and instinct—important
aspects of chemistry that can-
not be obtained from a text-
book or quantified by an exam

score. Involvement in research also keeps
the faculty engaged, which in turn feeds
into the quality of the instruction. It is
encouraging that undergraduate research
has enjoyed considerable attention in
recent years, thanks to the Council on
Undergraduate Research, numerous
regional and national meetings that have
focused on undergraduates, and govern-
mental funding opportunities targeted at
non-Ph.D.-granting institutions. While
vigorously supporting these initiatives, we
must guard against using these resources
at the expense of scientific isolation. We
must attend regional and national meet-
ings within our subdisciplines (albeit less
frequently than our colleagues at research
institutions), submit and review propos-
als, and publish papers with our students
when results warrant.

“Chemical” is not a bad word. In an
increasingly technological and chemical
world, it is more important than ever that
our citizens have some chemical knowl-
edge to be able to make informed deci-
sions. We are responsible for educating
nonchemists, students, and the public
alike. On the other hand, we should not
try to convince people that there are

absolute scientific solutions to environ-
mental and agricultural problems; in real-
ity, science usually provides us with only a
basis for rational, moral, and ethical deci-
sion making. We must deliver high-quality
classes for nonmajors that communicate
this message through examples. Further-
more, in the community as well as at work,
we should strive to serve as personal and
professional role models, not elitist know-
it-all college professors.

Finally, we must cultivate the best pos-
sible high school chemistry teachers. The
seeds of life-long perceptions and opinions
as well as ideas about career paths are often
sowed in high school minds. Indeed, many
of us became chemists because of the
impression made by a good high school
chemistry teacher. These important peo-
ple know chemistry, know how to com-
municate difficult subject matter, and take
a personal interest in their students. Our
discipline benefits tremendously from
dedicated, qualified high school teachers.
As college professors, we have a profound
effect on our students’ opinions about
careers, including the profession of teach-
ing. The financial rewards are not as attrac-
tive as those offered by some industrial-
sector jobs, but teaching at the secondary
level is among the most noble and, I sus-
pect, satisfying careers. We must encour-
age interested and qualified students to
consider filling these critical posts. Fur-
thermore, we should set high technical
standards and offer commensurate com-

pensation for top-notch high
school teachers.

Chemists are, by nature,
problem solvers; we face chal-
lenges and adapt. If we pay atten-
tion to the issues that I have out-
lined here, educating tomorrow’s
chemists will be as enjoyable and
rewarding as recent years at
Bucknell have been for me.
More important, the students
that we are fortunate enough to
work with will receive the edu-
cation that they deserve. 
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EDUCATING THE MASSES
To students and the public, we must support
chemistry, portraying it in a positive way

CAGED IN Strein uses a faraday cage to minimize
electrical noise while working on electrochemical
detection for microchips.


